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        We investigate how price level depends on prices of 
primary resources, wages and market size (as on 
demand size  and on  supply size).

      Demand size of any market for the multiregional case 
associated with the real market potential of  a location:

Supply size of a market  and supplier potential:
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Price for monopolistically competitive goods:

             - price of primary resources and wages.

Markup can change depending on market size.

pr=mr∗markup
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We try to estimate the following equation: 

We use electricity prices, wages in food industry, 
average income.

RMP and SP we estimate following (Redding, 
Venables, 2004) and using fixed effects from the 
gravity model:
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      We use data on trade flows in food industry in 
Russian regions, they do not include trade costs.
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 We use Poisson PML following (Silva, Tenreyro, 
2006).

  We need                , but we obtain              =1.43.

  So we use  for                    interval [0.7;1.43] for 
calculating RMP and SP. 
 

  Baseline estimation for                      = 1.
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Preliminary results

    Supplier potential in food industry negatively 
affects most food prices, and if  it is not so then in 
most cases in real market potential play the same 
role. 
    Higher wages, income and electricity prices 
lead to higher food prices in most specifications. 
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